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make all the difference. With Hackney one is

to find a way of defining its

cultural metropolis such as New York or
Milan. Within this framework regionalism

appeal. So why are artists drawn there? ls it

was tolerated only when the art being

whats on

struggling
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the same impulse that compelled

Reviews
Ben Millward
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Reviews
Alisha Miller/Ann Power

produced was distinctly different or

opportunity of carving out a draughty workspace in some neglected school or ware-

leries. The legacy of the 'Chicago Who'

unwaveringly radical. ln effect only the
Abstract-expressionists in USA was large enough to sustain a
Manhattan? Well, not quite! What draws viable alternative. Chicago's art reprethem there is not the bohemianism of the sented a prime example of a variant
former nor the bars and lofts of the latter, but strain of Modernism taking hold, (the
the comparative affordability of places to surrealist tendency) and then working its
rent. Chelsea was once as cheap, then way through in Darwinian fashion.
Butler's Wharf and the lsle of Dogs. Now it's Chicago still has a strong regional feel
Hackney that otfers the aspiring artist the about the work that is shown in its gal-

Reviews
David Broadhead
Three Generations
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the
lmpressionists to congregate in Monmartre

or the

C.A.W Sept 2000
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house.

Every now and then this mass of shivering
talent will give rise to a 'sta/ whose discovery and promotion might owe as much to
Charles Saatchi's determination to find ihe
next Picasso as to any inherent ability that
the individual might possess. Damien Hirst,
you will recall, was famously invited to make
a sketch-proposal ol the work he would most

11
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like to do and then given the funds to go
ahead and do it. Saatchi's patronage of
Rachel Whiteread came later, as in truth it
has with many of the artists who can be
seen to have benefited from his attention.

Reviews
Tessa Beaver/Dan
Pellowe/Pat

Even before her cast of a house in Bow had

grabbed the headlines in 1993, Whiteread

Carpenter/June Bryer
Page 13
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had already shown at the Serpentine Gallery
and in the West End, as had Gary Hume, lan
Davenport, Fiona Rae et al. The provenance
of the majority of these artists, it has to be
said, was Goldsmiths, and therefore not
Hackney at all but New Cross. The typical
Hackney artist is likely to have had a more
uncertain pedigree - one of the currently less
fashionable MA courses perhaps, or even,
God forbid, an MA or worse still a BA from
'one of those provincial colleges.'

Reviews
Nancy Upshall
Janet lnglis
Editors Note &

Sponsors Page
The Problem with Provincialism
Peter McCarthY
lf your studio is by a canal as mine is, it will
not be long before some passing boatman

acquaints you with the unlikely fact that
there are more canals in Birmingham than
there are in Venice. l've been told this several times. I am unaware of any evidence
for or against this claim, but whether true or
false, the presence of so many watery highways within its city limits seems not to have

had the same beneficial effects

on

Birmingham as it appears to have done on
Venice. An equally incongruous statistic

suggests that there are more artists per
square yard living in Hackney than there are

in any other borough (or its equivalent) in
the world. One's first instinct is to be sceptical and then impressed by this information,
but one's doubts about the benefits of so

much aspiring talent on the streets of

Hackney might be similar to the doubts one
cannot help feeling about the advantages or

otherwise

even influence'cutting-edge' practice as

Provincialism
Pete McCarthy

Reviews
Steve Upton

6l/

tions, as much to stay in tune with or

cess. Some other ingredient is usually to further their own careers. These cenrequired. With Venice it is the palaces, tres might be great capitals such as
churches, museums and gondoliers that Paris or London, or an acknowledged
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Birmingham. Cubic footage of either water
or artist doesn't necessarily guarantee suc-

of having so

many canals

in

Provincialism has always been a dirty word.
Regionalism is a more acceptable term
because it seems to suggest difference
rather than deficiency. The two are often

confused, sometimes knowingly. What is
claimed as regional might in fact be merely
provincial or what is condemned as provincial might simply be a perlectly acceptable
regional variation. As with much else in the
visual arts, modernist criticism amplified the
distinction because of its need to identify
clearly located centres for ground-breaking
activity where legitimacy could be attributed
to an exclusive few. There was no room for
idiosyncratic or even personal development
in a situation where the activity's seriousness was measured against a set of strictlyenforced criteria. Such orthodory could only

be maintained in a situation of

control.
Artists and critics therefore congregated and
communicated in a select number of loca-

lingers on to this day, thanks to the
tenacity of the city's local dealers. lts
heyday has long since gone of course,
but then so has the heyday of New York
Modernism. West Coast art also had its
unique characteristics. A dreamy holistic

to thrive in the
balmy air of California until Vietnam and

vagueness seemed

then AIDS began to spoil everything. Los
Angeles was the centre here, with all
that that means in terms of life-style,
consciousness and culture.

The UK in contrast is simply not big
enough for significant regional variations

to count. Traditionally the Scots were
seen as good colourists but even this
distinguishing feature was blown off
course by the earth colour tendencies of

the Glasgow artists of the

'Vigorous

lmagination' movement. Their preoccu-

pations were provincial rather than
regional - their styles and methods as
diverse and eccentric as any that post-

modern liberalism might be able to
spawn. There is a temptation to see the
St lves artists as true regionalists, but it

would be more accurate

to describe

them as cultural colonists. They brought
to Cornwall a concept of art-making that
was wholly foreign to the area. Too much
has been made of their response to the
landscape, the light and the innocence
of Alfred Wallis. He was a dedicated
primitive, they were dedicated modernists who were incapable of exploiting
the characteristics ol the place because
of their obsession with the formal language of abstraction. Patrick Heron was
right to claim a stronger link with

Abstract-Expressionism than English
Romanticism, (though his claim of a
Cornish influence on its development
always seemed far-fetched). The only
exception was Peter Lanyon. Although

his work was uncomPromisinglY
abstract, it nevertheless evoked the
unmistakable presence of the sky, the

sea and the

land

He was of course

native to the area.
continued on Page 5
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Opportunity for Exhibitions
Louis Ellis
Photographic Stylist
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Elite stylists has just expanded its premises
and is now offering exhibition space for artists.
No sale - No fee. Exhibits will change every 68 weeks.
Anyone interested contact Louise Ellis 01926
497428

Catherine Bates
From November 15
Trips to Morrocco and Tibet
Margeret Godwin is organising two trips and is
calling any writers or artists who are interested in going to Morrocco in Jan-Feb 2001 and
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later in the year to Ladakh, Tibet to contact
her on 01926 31 1356.
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Royal Pump Rooms
Royal Leamington Spa
'Made in the Middle'
Crafts by top Midlands makers will be on display at the Art Gallery and Museum from 3fih
November until 14th January 2001. The show
has gained a reputation for high quality work
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Herbert Art Gallery and Museum
New Years Eve 2000

Drawings and Paintings
Mike Bibby

Lights and Lanterns Processions 2000

Art at Glebe House
23 Beauchamp Hill
Leamington Spa
By appointment only
Call Julie Wright 01926 430154

Come and see local artists Jon Windgrove
create a fantastic sculpture at the Herbert
Art gallery and Museum to lead the lights
and lanterns procession on New Years
Eve 2000 For details call the Herbert Art
on 024 7583 2381

Gallery and Museum

'Star'Broaches

Christine Rhodes

from made in the middle exhibition

created by both established and up and coming makers. The show features a wide range
of crafts from jewellery to furniture, textiles to
ceramics, all made by makers who either live
or work in the West Midlands or who have
strong associations with the region
Mike Magruder
Crewe + Alsager Faculty
Hassall Road
Alsager ST7 2H
4 Dec - 19 Jan 2001
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The Sleep of Reason
Leamington Spa art Gallery The Royal Pump Rooms.
Photographs have a quality of universal
accessibility that is rarely matched by
any other art medium. Or if it is matched
it is never matched so consistently.
Photographs, regardless of their subject

or their era, hypnotise us, entice

us,

arouse our interest and our empathy pull us into themselves if you like. Their
magic works on everybody. And there is

something inherently talismanic about
them - the way we horde them, treasure
them, find it so hard to throw them away
even when we have no real use forthem
- we cleave them to us all the more: a
piece of ourselves or pieces of other people that are no longer with us or, maybe
more importantly, people who we know

will one day no longer be with us. They

are

keepsakes, aids to memory,
of what the world and our

reminders

place in it once was. Memento Mori even
in the midst of life.

And photographs have an uncanny ability to bddge every intimacy without
shame. No matter how personal the subject matter, how invasive the camera's
stare might seem we, the viewer, gazing
at the hard copy long after the camera
has trapped each constellation of light
and shadow, never feel that we hold the
office of voyeur. The currency of the
camera is free and open to all. An honesty that remains pristine despite all the
high technological trickery that photographer's can employ these days to fool our
eyes. Our humanity is never fooled. And

and scenes for places that I have visited,
places that I know; found myself wondering
the same about the people in the portrait
shots - did I, by some quirk of fate, possibly
know them or of them? lt was unlikely that I
would be rewarded with an affirmative and
yet the point is I still looked. Such is the
power of the photograph that it can instill a

sense of recognition, of kinship, in all of us
even when its subject is a world removed.
Or even a lifetime.
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26.03.1997" by Jan Koster for instance are
not scenes of traditionally aesthetic beauty
and were not chosen for such. They were
chosen and photographed because they
had personal significance in the emotional
life of the photographer and it is this personal signilicance that reaches out of the
photos when we look at them and touches
us, impinges upon our own emotional life.
The fact of these scenes having been photographed and displayed here effects our
perception and reception of them. The

if you like,
its visual reality, becomes

meaning of the photograph,

transcends

something we imbibe through our senses

Albert Smith's "Hilda on the Sands at
Redcar", courtesy of Graham Smith, exudes
so much simple joy and heartfelt poignancy

that one's eyes are captivated by it at first

- and this is before one reads the emotionally charged history of the photograph in
sight

the exhibition catalogue. The photo is simply
a family snap - the type ol which fills the
albums of everybody who owns a camera
the world over - and it is this which speaks
to us, it is this which opens up a whole chain
of correspondences within us that makes
our humanity resonate with that of the photographer. ln short, we look at a very personal photograph - a piece of someone
else's history - and in it see ourselves and
our own history without effort or contrivance.
It almost becomes a photograph of ourselves.

The landscapes too have this resonance "Garden, Surlingham" by Mark Edwards or

but cannot express.

The size of the landscape photos is important too. Photographs such as "The Mouth
of the Cuckmere River, Cuckmere Haven,
Sussex" by Jem Southam and "Seasalter
Level 1" by Gerhard Stromberg inherit different characteristics by being displayed so
large. They become comparable to paintings and this is a good thing - photography

has too long been the poor newcomer in

the world of art. The size of Jem Southam's
piece heightens the painterly qualities of it

the colour gradation, the textures, the
composition - all achieved in one fell

-

swoop of the camera's hungry eye. And the
convenience of the camera does not in any
way lessen or detract from the worth of the
finished piece - the photographer's input

behind the lens, remember,

is equal in

quality of thought and feeling as that of any
artist deliberating behind his paintbrush.

the photo collage "Het Buitendijke.

Steve Blake

that is the currency in which all photographs deal: humanity. And I am aware
of the irony of this statement given the
entirely mechanical nature and process
of the camera itself.

The photographs, selected by Gerhard
Stromberg for The Sleep Of Reason
exhibition, were not chosen with any
broad message or banner theme in mind:

the photos are incredibly varied and disparate both in subject matter and techni- there is nothing really
that binds them together except for the
physical fact of them sharing the same

cal manipulation

gallery space. Landscapes both picturesque and seemingly bleak are julitaposed with portraits posed and portraits
taken when the subject seemed least to
expect it (the most honest portrait of all).
And yet there is this evidence of humanity, this acknowledgement of it, that is
dazzlingly there in every photograph and
it is this that binds them together, binds
them to us and gives the exhibition its
disarming cohesion.

I found myself studying the landscapes
Page 2

'Coalmine Carolus Magnus near Aahen'
Courtesy ol Lynda Morris

Bernd and Hilla Becher
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The Community Art Gallery

September 2000
Turning to the cluster of artists who were
exhibiting in September one was struck by
the individual work but better signposting or
even a leaflet naming the artists and their
work would have been helpful in terms of
coming to grips with the show, that seemed
a little bedraggled. CAW should go, perhaps, beyond allowing people merely to display work as in a Primary school but have a
policy or theme for each exhibition. This
might be unfair and go beyond the remit.
One might put one month aside, from time
to time, for all and sundry but in order to get

an audience, a published programme of
intent and the thinking behind it could be
useful. A constant flow of visitors is all
important as this is a public gallery and the
community at large should be encouraged
to visit, not just a particular section ol it.
Knowing how well organised CAW is and
how much time they devote to their activiRoger de Pille

ties I expect this is all in hand anyway.
There was something in the region of twenty -two exhibitors in the September show,
two of whom have been mentioned earlier
(Whale and Hendly). First one must mention though the papier maches and what

seemed a striking work by Peter Braque
whose 'Lock and Key' was most convincing.
He is only 15 and the product of Campion
School, which in itself has a remarkable

record of achievement in Art. This work
which is free standing looks simply what it
purports to be. Other striking works such as

a 'Peacock', a Turtle', and 'Fingers Up' in
this idiom were done by local teenagers
from Bath Place and other workshops and
they in turn showed what could be done in
this material, They were brightly coloured

and amusing with the right amount of
whimiscality to be endearing. There is no
doubt that the workshop activity is an important part of the brief involving as it does children and others and if these works are anything to go by these are a success story.
Roger Paul du Pille's paintings had vigour
and 'Welsh Harbou/, 'Fishing Boat 1 & 2'
and 'Bathers' were typical of the determined
application of paint and high chromatic

range used to achieve works that had a
zest.

There were echoes of others and one not
too far from home in the person of Harry
Weinberger, Leamington's senior doyen
artist. His recent exhibition in November at
the Duncan Campbell Gallery, Kensington,
London was an outstanding success. Harry
joins no Associations otherwise without
doubt he could well be the President ol LSA
but he does make generous donations
which LSA is happy to acknowledge. ln the
current exhibition his work is far ranging to
include, 'ln Wdes', 'ln Scotland', 'ln Sicily',
'Amsterdam Roots ' which might suggest

much travel but these works recall places he
has visited and people known 'lris'
(Murdoch) at various times. As Judith
Bumpus puts it in the catalogue "a lew pictures plunder the past even more deeply, as
in 'Childhood Memory 1932-96', returning to
half-remembered images of growing up on
the banks of the Spree in pre-World War Two
Berlin". She further writes " His paintings are
realised with the careful craftsmanship, as
well as the self-revealing fluency and personal exuberance of colour". Harry's paintings have always been much known and
loved in Leamington where he has worked
steadily over the years setting an example to
us all in application and discipline.

scene in the mysterious way that lnward
has managed to develop. One would like
to see some of these works on a larger

scale but the time consuming nature
would make that the more daunting. A
fully fledged exhibition would help one to
understand more the thinking and direction of this artist who has a distinctive
voice. Rosie Neal is a figurative artist of
sorts 'Man of the Road' and more to the
point 'Kaleidoscope Man' gives a clue to
the high chromatic range which engages
her palette. These figures are adroit in
their brightness and reveal themselves as
messengers of colour. On the other hand

Teresa Ashenford

in 'Earth Mound

,111'presents us with three works of
the same subject of a house set behind
trees but each different. The trees and the
1,1'1

Returning to du Pille's work one is struck by

his searching for a true identity and

like

Picasso in the early stages of his career he
seems to be trying on various attires to find
an apparel that truly suits him. One admires
his energy and vervre and looks forward to
an exhibition in a few years where one can

see at what state he has arrived. Nicky
Stevenson's etching 'House" was the only
exhibit by her and was a competent piece of
work that seemed to portray a ruined house
which has all the attraction of that which was
attractive and now has fallen into ruin.
The portraits of Natalie Clements were out to
shock and so they did. Strange snake like
creatures seem to inhabit these images and

the macbre was in evidence. These were
strong in their etfect with a variety of rather
gruesome parts, not exactly distillations of
Bosch but within the same family of the sin-

ister. Richard lnward's work always fascinates with its dense convoluting intriguing
labyrinth drawing like some impossible maze

that has entangled one. The

titles
'Ambiguous Smoker' and 'Bath Time' were
appropriate to the image and evoked the

leaves seem subjected to wind and
autumnal chill inhabits the work as the
evocation of a bleak uncertainty grips us
as we struggle to understand the message of these images. The darker
colours, the sparseness, all go to make us
wonder as the paint mounts up in certain
areas. How typical is this of the work as a
whole, one would like to know? Christine
Geard is blind and therefore to be regarded as a visual artist is a considerable
achievement. Her display unit is most
colourful but its strength lies in that the
compartments are made up of a variety of
materials which give different tactile
effects. So combined with the display of
colour and the more physical aspects of
touch one is confronted by a remarkable

piece full

of

ingenuity. Nick Coleman

gives us a seemingly severed black arm,
displayed as if a low relief, within a frame
to look at. lt has all sorts of association,
continued on page 4
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continued ftom page 4

ranging from the classical 'Ajax'

to

the

play/film'The Monkey's Paw' or the horrors
of dismemberment that has recently been
evident in the diabolical actions of demonic
men and youths in certain countries. lt has
echoes ol parts of the body that Rodin pro-

duced but seems more stark and fearsome.

Sarah Huddlestone has shown us work
with her usual qualities of the imaginative.
The very titles give a clue 'Words Escape
Her' so that we have flying carpets and
drapes that wrap round the frame. These
are pictures of an artist who enjoys colour
for its own sake and at the same time takes
us into a magic world of the exotic. Often
the images have a great deal to engage
our attention as we attempt to read their
complexity knowing lull well it cannot be
captured by analysis alone. We are caught
up in a dream world that has no respect for
time and place, for its strength lies in its

ambiguity. Debbie Anderson with titles
such as 'Giving of Gifts' and 'Light Hearted
Handling' presents us with a narrative that
is not entirely clear but takes our fancy. The
art-therapy link gives us insight into the fact
that the moments portrayed have a significance in the lives of the protagonists creating the necessary frisson of interest. Tony
Collins has sketches of 'Dream Cottage'
and 'Somewhere in the Mind' which has
elements of fantasy but here again more is
demanded so we can see the full extent of

this individual's work. Sonya

Stuart's
'Demetrius' shows her preoccupation with
angels and feathers that we saw sometime
back in her exhibition at the 'Southtown
gallery' and which 'ArtSpace' commented
on. Here, there is the single image with the
usual competent drawing and half-revealed
figure with a wing attached.
Other artists on view were Rees, Clements,

Vallely, Maughan, and CroMhe and one
hopes to see more of their work in the
future. Lastly Adescose Wallace who has
African connections, shows a delightful
series of small pastel works of family life.
They have a simplicity, charm and lack self
consciousness. What though one would
like to see is the full range of these artists'
work so one can form a complete picture of
their style and development.
Dave Phillips
Steve Upton

'Paintings'
the Southtown Gallery
These paintings are the product of a highly
skilled practitioner who likes to dwell on
details of the picture's narrative and at the
same time demonstrate his virtuosity as a
painter.

Page 4

Steve Upton

'Pool'

He would appear to work from first hand arcotics and what various other words
observation of nature and photographs and

seems drawn to the urban

scene.
Commenting on his drawings first, such as
'Friend's Garden' or'Bedroom View 1 and 2'

one sees here both tightly organised and
looser mark making images, an interplay of
lines and circles. What appears to interest
him is nature growing wild in an urban setting. One sees allotments, embankments,
canal-bridges and viaducts, wild life, railway
lines that convey a sense of decay overtaken by the vitality ol natural life. These lead
one into the paintings of 'Sonia' (with a Jim
Morrison T-shirt) and 'Joe Fish' that have
the character of a snap-shot, a cross

denote, stemming as they do from the first
letters provide us with a'reade/ on the drug
scene. These works can be wrestled with as
one tries to understand the literary content
or simply enjoyed for the visual acumen

they supply or both. One might lind them
having symbolic value simply because of
the subject matter, whether the artist intend-

ed them to have or not. All in all a painter
who enjoys the feel of the brush on the surface and throws in for good measure tantalising glimpses of his choices of subject
without being too heavy handed.
Dave Phillips

between pop art of the Blake school and
photo-realism. The girls in front of the grafbackground, seem wholesome
rather than disadvantaged, bathed in bright
sunlight, established by summery colours of

fiti laden

blues and silvers. The figures create an
irony, whether intended or not, set as they
are against what seems at first sight a
depressing background of urban

decay. ln each case vertical panels that
seem far from solid display the inane scribblings of the bored, disenchanted sector of
society. Essentially the works demonstrate
the representational skill of the brush of the
artist. 'Party Conference' brings out the setting of a seaside resort, a gob-stopper
machine placed frontally, a roller coaster in
the background, and everything seems
cheap and gaudy, with figures caught hurry-

ing by at the edge of the composition, and
stickers 'l love Maggie' scattered over the

surface like thrown eggs at the picture.
'Embankment' contains overgrown vegeta-

tion that seems behind it to have hidden
messages that emanate from letters of the
alphabet written on some surface, so that,
for example T= RIP with the double meaning of a drug experience and the possible

consequences, 'Rest

in

Peace',

or

N=

detail 'Joe Fish'

Steve Upton
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continued from inside cover

Today there are even less local heroes or
heroines championing local themes, and
this is likely to continue when the next generation of artists starts to come through.
Although they have largely escaped the

adverse etfects of the modernist straightjacket, the current crop of graduating students do nevertheless seem to share a
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only in its three-dimensional form with people
like Anthony Caro and Philip King. Painting
was going nowhere until David Hockney and
Peter Blake managed to make international
ripples on the basis of whimsicality and nostalgia. Beneath even this modest success lay
a welter of artists who sweated it out with their
personal enquiries and hard-won images as if
art was nothing more than a personal crusade. This is still the case today. Beneath the

substantial number of common interests
and approaches. A trip around Fine Art
Departments as far afield as Falmouth and
Newcastle reveals a significant convergence of direction, style and content. The
undergraduate obsession with collecting
things and indulging in process is much in

veneer of Saatchi discoveries lies a whole

evidence. Vernacular images might appear
or not, as the case may be, irrespective of
the college's location. The idea of authentic
local observation has been replaced, (mercifully in my view,) by the wish to synthesise

Postmodernism has further complicated the
issue by confounding critical opinion just as

friends and family, it is unlikely to yield
much fruit in terms of sales or a review or

for this. Knowledge has never been more

body of London artists whose practice might
be described as mediocre and yes, provin-

cial, and whose work might have no more
merit than the products of artists working in
the furthest reaches of the British lsles.

'Kngfisherc'

Ben Millward

Ben Millward
Jane Powell Gallery - Kenilworth

How enterprising Jane Powell is with her two
galleries
at Kenilworth. The need for a focus
where. The familiar framework of modernist
certainty has been replaced by the confusing point where artists can exhibit and meet is
a whole plethora ol visual information that babel of postmodernist hype. ln such circum- crucial to the development of the art in an
might have come from just about anywhere. stances the critic is more likely to stick to area. Ben Millward's exhibition shows a rare
talent of observation and skill at putting
For more mature artists working alone or in home base if only to maintain their sense of
isolated groups, location is perhaps more security.'Provincial' artists find themselves down what he sees. This show captures the
important. lnformation and influences are further neglected but not otherwise disadvan- variety of his output with animals in the wild.
not so accessible when you are in the mid- taged. When the capital becomes the focal One marvels at the degree of accuracy and
years gone
dle of nowhere. Artists can be hard pushed point of consumption rather than production, the lifelikeness of his images. ln
young
by
no
doubt
he
would
as
a
man have
to provide themselves with a version of the the location of the artist becomes less critical.
great
travelled
with
the
explorers
to
capture
rich stew of art school dialogue in circum- ln a country as small as Britain, access to
places that they discovvisually
the
strange
important
exhibitions
and
conferences
is
rela
stances that are no better than the equivalent of 'working from home.' So if there is tively easy. Electronic inlormation is equally ered. ln this day and age no doubt he will be
publishing or film comlittle regional variation, why is London such accessible and the printed page continues to snapped up by some
pany
to
illustrate
their
needs. An exciting
a magnet for these young hopefuls? The be an endless source of serious opinion and
pleasing exhibition of work. An impresand
critical
discourse.
ln
spite
of
the
hammering
pragmatic.
Like
answer is disappointingly
gold-diggers in nineteenth century America, that they have taken in recent years by end- sive lirst exhibition at the Powell gallery for a
fledgling artists will make a beeline for the less cuts in income, the network of Art young artist with a talent and a bright future.
likeliest-looking prospect, because hard Schools continues to provide an outstanding
though it is for a young artist to succeed resource for the dissemination of current crit- Dave Phillips
from a studio in London, it is even harder to icalthinking especially with the proliferation of
achieve anything other than modest local part-time MA courses. The capital's art
success from a studio elsewhere. The rea- schools may still be selecting and fostering
sons for this are simple. ln order to be suc- the best postgraduate talent but they can also
cessful an artist must gain exposure. offer a refuge for less adventurous students
Outside London this might ironically be eas- whose practice is traditional and reactionary.
ier to arrange than in the capital because The Slade and Academy Schools have been
there will be less competition for the venue, the biggest offenders in the past in this
but the outcome will usually be less signifi- respect. The young regional artist should
cant. ln each regional centre there will be at therefore take heart. There is no need to be
least one public gallery showing important labelled as a provincial hick. All you have to
contemporary work and a second division, do is break down the barriers of prejudice by
lunded from a mixture of Regional Arts and presenting curators and dealers with work of
Local Authority sources, that is prepared to unarguable quality and the rest will follow
show the work of practising artists from the Doing the work has always been the difficult
immediate area. The lkon and MAC in the thing. Postmodernism has encouraged slop
Midlands would be good examples of these py thinking about standards. lt is easy to
two e)dremes. Although the experience of lapse into retrograde activity where the chalexhibiting at somewhere like MAC may be lenge might be formal and technical but is
rewarding for the artist and his or her certainly not intellectual. There is no excuse

publicity for the artist beyond the Region.
ln the context of Modernism the reluctance
of critics to head north was easier to understand. ln theory at least London was where
it was at. To some degree

effectively in London as

else-

accessible, studio space more available and
galleries more abundant. With 10,000 websites coming on line each day, there is poten
tial for even the most abstruse form of practice to find an outlet. lf one of these sites happens to be yours, you don't even have to wait.

howeverthis was

an illusion. Modernism flowered in Britain

it has done

Pete McCafthy

'Panots'
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David Broadhead
I visited over the summer vacation one of
our growing number of LSA artists who are
not based in England. We have one each in
France, Spain, Wales and two in Scotland.

David Broadhead ex-RCA and former
Assistant Director -Dean of Faculty of Art
and Design, Goventry University (sic), has
his studio in his villa, perched on the side of

a

mountain, 2000 feet high, with scenic

views, in the hinterland behind Malaga, the
birthplace of Picasso. His paintings range
from abstract works, water-colours to
include views generally of the area and oils
that capture the essence of Spanish culture
with flamingo dancers and letes as well as

nudes set in interiors. Many of the figures
have an enigmatic quality with a transient
fleeting aspect. His work, as seen in the
Spring issue of 'ArtSpace', too shows his
complete absorption and fascination with
the Spanish way of life and his paintings
now adorn many hotels and restaurants in

the Costa del Sol. Over the last fifteen
years he has secured a firm place in the
affections of the local people (speaking
Spanish as he does) and they seem
pleased to welcome an English artist in
their midst. He has been helped in this
respect by his painter wife Patricia Dale,
who has steadfastly searched out, in her

vtews
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charming little car, that I had the fun of driving this summer, remote places and crurn

bling farmhouses and depicted them in
their essence, before they disappear into
the fast developing cosmopolitan Spain. As
an artist David Broadhead has had that sort
of insight into the cultural life that a perceptive outsider can bring to bear and reveal
what is so often taken for granted by the

lt is a considerable achievement
and in any LSA group show in the future it
is hoped to include examples of his work.
locals.

Dave Phillips

l

Three Generations Exhibition
'The Fosse Gallery'
Stow on the Wold
Philip Sutton - Jake Sutton Claude Sutton.
It is not so often that an artistic thread can
bind three generations, of the male line, of
one family but in the case of the Suttons

there is no doubt it can, and did as this
exhibition reveals. Philip Sutton RA is a
towering figure in the British Art World on
the same level as Peter Blake and David
Hockney. One has only to review his
career to see the extraordinary versatility
of his oeuvre. Essentially a painter he has,
as did many artists in the thirties such as

]
'Wail for Me'

Jacob Sutton

Paul Nash and Picasso in the forties tum
his hand to the decorative arts, so among
various ventures he has designed stamps
for the Royal Mail and tea-sets for the
Royal Academy. The latter were so successful that they were withdrawn from ser-

vice as so much of the crockery went
missing! Yet none of this activity should
draw attention away from the fact that he
is first and foremost a painter whose work
has delighted generations with its glowing
colour. He has a remarkable sure hand
that services his sensibility, for the Sutton
world has a glow that pleases, comforts
and reassures. His imagery will lift even
the most dejected person and give them
some measure of hope. To my mind it was
a great pity that the Tate did not honour
him with a retrospective to celebrate the
Millennium as the freshness of his palette
and the easy acceptance of his subject-

matter would have been received with
enthusiasm by most of the public. That he
was considered a possibility is an indica-

tion of his status and how the inner art
world cherish his work. What then of the
work on show at this exhibition? lt had all
the hallmarks of a Philip Sutton with a tour
de force in 'Swift as a shadow, short as

any dream' where pink flowers in ornamental vases, on a blue chequered cloth,

in front of a window greet a flowering
efferesence of yellow, that merges etfortlessly outside into the blue sky, dotted with

birds. Words can in no way begin to
describe the qualities of the imagination

'figuria feminia sobre rojo'
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David Broadhead

that have been captured. The content that
is the sum total ol the parts always manages to transcend the particulars. This
give the richness to the experience of
looking at a Sutton. The eye is constantly
delighting in the detail that seems to lift
the mind so that the world and its atrocities seem banished for ever. These paintings point to a state of being for which we

yearn, where optimism dominates, and
despair eliminated. lt has always been so

vtews
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and even as a mature artist no sign of morcidity is evident. lt must have proved hard
over the years not to have acknowledged
:he negative but that is the strength of his
ntellect. He has managed throughout his life
:o retain this suspension of disbelief, inspite
cf the mountain of worldly horror that con-

vrews
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'ronts us all. ln my view there will be no
Goya black paintings coming from Philip
Sutton in his late phase.

to simplify and present the subject without
complications, the pathos, which distinguish-

es him from the complexity of his father's
rma9ery.

with his muse, so the poetic permeates his

Claude Sutton's work is that of photography
and I have seen rarely photographic images

.l /ou need to know", as he views the world he

=or Jacob Sutton it could not have been
easy to follow in the footsteps of his father.

of it set in gardens reminds one of a Keats's
poem, fully laden with the minutiae of nature.
You marvel at the achievement where 'seasons ol mist and mellow fruitfulness', and of
bright laden hazy summer days are captured

Nothing grows in the shadow of a great tree'
Brancusi observed in reference to
fodin's invitation to work for him. lt seems
sise therefore that he turned to photography
r the first instance, forging a distinguished
career working for Time magazine, that took

superb monumental drawings that fix the eye
with wonder. lnfinite care has been taken at
the printing stage to get this depth of matter
and quality of light. This rather remarkable
exhibition as a whole had the poignancy of a

I consciousness, "Beauty is Truth, and Truth
, s Beauty''That is what you know, And all
sees.

as

vrews

him round the world and back again. ln this
exhibition after ten years or so of painting the
major theme is geese, which at first sight
might seem ludicrous. Yet he has caught
these creatures in various guises and given
them a dignity and humour, bringing out their
vulnerability as they struggle to walk as
goslings or strut as adults, all in lavish
colours of white against blue. lt is this ability

-le has through the sheer brilliance of his
nind managed to hold those elements that
:hrough his work enable him to converse

vrews

so intense with feeling. The portraiture, some

by the camera. They seem at times like

'John le Carre'

Claude Sutton

gift being passed down through the genera-

tions. Nor should one ignore the fact that
there is a female expression of this talent in
the form of Rebeccah Sutton, one of LSA's
members, who was mentioned both by Pete
McOarthy and myself in the Summer issue
of 'ArtSpace'. Unfortunately in my review of
her work on page 2, third column, her name
mysteriously became Frost not Sutton, and

I

offer due apologies accordingly. Both

reviewers recognised the Sutton qualities to
the work and this addition to the family artis-

tic expression suggests perhaps the gift
lurks in the genes.

Dave Phillips

'Candy'

Heather Whales

see review on page 10

Swifi as a Shadow'

Philip Sutton
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Earthly Pleasures
Leamington Art Gallery
Royal Pump Rooms.
June 6th to August 28th
Organised by the Royal Pump Room cura-

tors, this non-touring exhibition of work
from The Arts Council Collection offers the
Midlands an invaluable opportunity to view
some amazing artwork by big name 20th
Century sculptors. As one would expect
from such a title, Earthly pleasures prof-

fers a rich myriad of work produced in a

host of natural and organic materials,
some physically worked upon by the artist,
others left to be themselves and merely
transformed by careful arrangement into
startling works of art.

Anish Kapoor's "White Sand, Red Millet,
Many Flowers" takes centre stage and
revels in the spotlight: an explosion of
vibrant colour and seemingly simple yet
complex shapes. The shapes themselves
have their source in lndian symbolism and
the colours too are inspired by the spectacular chalkdust effects used on ma*et
stalls in lndia to make the wares more eyecatching. The brilliant pigments - red, yellow and deepest black - have a luminosity
beneath the spotlights that proclaim their
artificiality and acts as an interesting coun-

terpoint to the subtle tones of the rest of

'Villa San Michele, Ana Capri 'C print 1980

Boyle's "Bonfire Study". A 6ft square uniof granulated blacks and whites,

verse

stars of orange and (literally) burnt umbers,

galaxies

of gravel and loose

chippings.

Backed onto fibreglass, "Bonfire Study" is
one of a series of sculptural reliefs that the
Boyle Family began in 1968. This particular
series originated in the surface of a lorry
park - by placing a 6ft square frame upon

the exhibition.

the ground, the Boyle Family found the

Shirazeh Houshiary's "Listen To the Tale of

eye than any they could have contrived.

the reed No. 3" seems to act almost as a

This sculpture is a recreation of one such

arbitrary compositions more pleasing to the

Buddhistic guardian to the exhibition
space yet finds its inspiration in Rumi's
classical lranian poem, "Mathnavi". A

large clay and straw structure, it's shape
intrigues and inspires much debate - is it
an elephant? ls it one half of a set of dentures? I have it on good authority that it is,
in fact, a cat and, when viewed in this light,
one can see the angular feline head, the
body hunched up and the tail rigid overhead as the animal bunches itself up ready

to pounce. The great profusion of legs is a

mystery

-

maybe

it

implies the natural

swiftness of the animal or the way cats

seem

to have claws

Luigi Ghirri

courtesy of Stephania Bochicchio

natural composition; a small snapshot of a
tiny piece of the earth that we live and strive
upon. This exhibition offers the discerning
visitor many delights and they are not all
confined to the Temporary Exhibition
Gallery of the Royal Pump Rooms. A number of works are also scattered within the
main gallery space. Namely Richard Long's
"Fourteen Stones", Barry Flanagan's "Five
Pots" and lan Hamilton Finlay's quietly disturbing "Cominus et Eminus". "Cominus et
Eminus" is a gorgeously sculpted piece of
work, featuring a Japanese Zero Fighter
embedded in the contours of a seemingly

peaceful English garden, and is part of a
greater body of work that lies scattered
throughout the artist's mock 18th Century
garden, Little Sparta, in Scotland. Unlike
most architectural reliefs, Finlay's work

explores the politics ol warfare, peace
and beauty and juxtaposes images of
each to unnerving effect. Richard Long's
"Fourteen Stones" steals the limelight in
the main gallery space as Anish Kapoo/s
work does in the Temporary Exhibition
Gallery. "Fourteen Stones" was created
specifically for a particular gallery and is
made from sandstone that probably origi-

nated lrom a quarry close to the gallery
that commissioned the work. Arranged on
the unadorned floor of the gallery the
sculpture utilises the surfaces of the indi-

vidual stones and the spaces between
each one to create a unified structure that

is more than the sum ol its parts. The
sculpture has an oddly comforting presence and the arrangement is very typicaF
ly Richard Long.
Steve Blake

everywhere when

they are feeling waspish.

A work that greatly intrigues me is Roger
Ackling's "Night And Day (1 Hour)". lt is a
piece of driftwood, found by the artist, and
etched into using the rays of the sun,
directed and skillfully controlled via a mag.
nifying glass. A superb idea: using nature
to manipulate and impinge upon a natural
object and, in the process, create a work
of art that, in its essence, is man made. As
one would expect from an artist of
Ackling's standing, the burn effects are
very precise and immaculately controlled,
hinting at no little skill - the magnifying
glass has become a tool of great artistry.
Another gorgeous piece and, for me, one
of the highlights of the exhibition is Mark

li

'Poftrait'
reviewed on page 10

Rebecca Phillipson
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The Community Art Gallery

October 2000
The various artists ol the September show
seemed somewhat lost in the vastness of
the gallery but the October exhibition of
Rebecca Phillipson's black and white pho-

tographs "Twice as Good" had greater
coherence, supported by an extraordinary

display of beads from Africa and elsewhere. These photographs of individuals
who have achieved against the odds,
being black in a white community, are
stunning in their clarity. She has brought
out the qualities which as individuals they
must have possessed to accomplish what
they have, which range from the highest
academic and professional achievements

to those who have shown the spirit of
entrepreneurship, setting up successful
businesses and becoming pillars of the
community. The photographs are large
and generous in format and the care taken

to print the images is

self-evident. The
information provided about the individuals
concerned was also very useful as it gave
the context when reading the image. The
exhibition is a testimony not only to the
artist concerned but to the people them-

selves, and forms part ol the National
Black History Month. This recognition of

the extraordinary diversity and richness of
contributions Black culture has made to
British society will consist of other cultural
events. CAW has come into its own and is
admirabably fulfiling its role when it hosts
such community enterprises.

vtews
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owner,whereas others were dainty and pret-

ty. lt was also a most informative exhibition
with clear statements about the history that
reaches far back into the past and the currency of exchange beads once represented.
lncluded in the show were excellent photographs of the beads, taken by Phillipson
herself, that again showed what an excellent photographer she is whether her subjects are people or objects. Henry is an
artist too who knows her subject well and
her interest in Africa and its subjects is seen
to full advantage in the masterful portraits,
(eight in all), she has exhibited. These
works have all the conviction of an artist
who can render any material whether it be
drapery, beads or flesh into a tangible, con-

vincing surface leading to a consummate
image. They have a simplicity and breadth
so the humanity of her subjects emerge with
a striking directness. These are paintings
that would hold their own in the company of
the best portraitists in the country for their
boldness and penetration. There is nothing
laboured or angst ridden about these people for they bring with them the energy, wisdom and happiness of Africa.

lncluded

in the exhibition was Heather

Whale's'Candy' which exhibited in London,
in say the'Sensation'exhibition at the Royal
Academy would indeed have been a 'sensation'! The figure, lying on her back on the

floor does not seem naked, even though
she displays all, in the most unconscious of

beads in the cabinet galleries collected by

pink
'shrimps' and little yellow banana sweets,

Linda Henry was not only dazzling but

vtews

engaging as the artefacts have a beguiling
attraction. ln some cases the beads were
huge and colourful and you wondered a little about the weight around the neck of the

of mostly glass

The effective display

vrews

ways, for her flesh

is made up of

Mark Bullock

and her hair made of liquorice. She literally
lives up to the title of the work from various
perspectives, both physically and as an icon
of the consumer society, so the irony of the
name "Candy" is not lost on the viewer.
'ArtSpace' commented on this work in the
last issue seeing it as a 'tour de force' to
emerge from the Art College, where clearly
a liberated and imaginative regime prevails.

Another artist showing his work was Mark
Bullock who states his position as a born
again Christian. The work is made up of

fragments, from various materials with
marks such as crosses and extracts from
the Bible, which for the artist has an enormous significance. The unconcem for the
substance and physicality of the artefacts is

in keeping with the spirit which informs
these works. There is also a passion
detectable in the virulence of the mark making, with the dark heavy lines scoring the
white ground, with the insistence of a
Soulage. Their virtual dematerilzation is part
of the strength of the message, so the rough
marks belie the soft caress of the message.
Unusual and individual these works suggest
further development is possible.

Hendly has displayed photographs of the
'Road to Nowhere' which are a record of the

protesters action and their recreational
moments in their efforts to prevent the building of the Birmingham North Relief Road in
1998-1999. There are images of woods,
children and dogs and the police with some
night scenes as well, As far as it goes it

"Hector - Landlord of the Talbot lnn'
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Rebecca Phillipson

shows democracy in action. lt seems an
account of the more relaxed moments in
such a situation and therefore a historical
record of a social and political event. lt has
always puzzled me as to how these protesters find the time to spend days attempting
to stop the contractors and police fulfiling

vtews
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materials which cease to be inhibited
and take on the character of paint as a fluid
that has become fixed in time like brightly
coloured lava. lt was a most professionally
presented exhibition and most enjoyable
as it set out to reach beyond the norm.

country.

A trio of works from husband and wife,
Tony and Taiko Goldthread revealed a
skilled draugtsman in two drawings of a
woman's head. These had the hallmark of

Dave Phillips

Alisha Miller
the Southtown Gallery

academic discipline and bore the look of an
artist who looks hard and long at the subjea. He then translates his observations
skillfully into a vibrant and accurate image
so we can see the full characteristics of the
sitte/s face. One would like to see a great
deal more of this artist's work. His wife on
the other hand paints large white paintings
that have the delicacy of touch and leeling

CAW has done well to focus on the visual
arts. lt has made every attempt to overcome the various disadvantages that this
magnificent gallery possesses (such as
underfloor heating that cooks the glue on
the carpet to make a smell other than delicious) and its large soaring spaces. The

current October exhibition demonstrates
its potential, organised as it was in large
part by professional artists. The way forward maybe for it to establish itself in the
eyes of the art community is to have solo
exhibitions periodically of a retrospective
nature of artists who have a maturity and a
body of work (preferably large) that would
till the gallery. (lt is important to appeal to a
community within a community that identifies with all that an art gallery represents).
We should then be in a position to appraise
such work and of course CAW need not

necessarily confine itself to LSA or AMA
members but look further afield in
Warwickshire. Alternatively a group show
oJ selected artists could be a rich experience even if only three or four exhibited so
that one could come to terms with the oeuvres. This doesn't rule out its remit to allow
the inexperienced and the amateur artist to
show as well, including the product of its
workshops. But by opening its doors to out-

siders with professional standing it cannot

be accused of being incestuous

cliquey.

Dave Phillips

and
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such a setting. They have the quality of

their role. I suppose one could spend holiday time or if out of work deploy oneself
accordingly. The cost in police time forms
part of the debate about such actions and
these photographs reveal what a caring
and concerned community exists in this

that make one scrutinise the image in the
hope of discovering its meaning that is
bound up with notions of space and suggestibility. Let us hope this couple will have
a combined exhibition in the near future so
we can see the full range of their work.

vtews

These paintings and collages seemed to
have a direct ideological meaning that the

human body, particularly the female is
there for exploration. There is no doubt
that Miller can turn her hand to any number

of

subjects as in her image of 'Stone
Separato/ remarked on in the Spring issue
of 'ArtSpace'. Here she treated the image
as if it were industrial archaeology with the

odd feeling of

a negative exposure.

lt

seemed to hover in simmering heat as if it

were out of focus. Here in this exhibition

the images are truly in focus and in the
'hiatus V111 '

Ann Power

"lnterval"
Ann Power The Loft Theatre.
These paintings continue the theme that
clearly fascinates the artist and the title of
the exhibition cleverly refers to its location
in a theatre. The public will come from
watching the play during the 'interval' for
refreshments and be greeted by the work.
The other meaning of the title refers to the
interval between the shapes and areas that
make up the paintings. Here is the centre
of the content, where the artist who has
developed enormous control through constant trial and error, attempts by pouring
paint over surfaces to capture something
remarkable from accident. Last time her

paintings were encountered was

in

Southtown gallery where it was remarked
that the water-colours were delicate and
contrasted with the bold glossy surfaces of
larger paintings executed in industrial
materials. These works have taken the
approach a stage further and as most of

the last exhibition were sold these new
paintings have capitalised on her

spirit of Courbet the vagina is presented for
study, without a great deal of context, to be
examined for what it is. Likewise with the

breast, the full fleshiness of its content is
exposed with a directness and rawness
that points us to its sensuousness but also
to the variety of shape it can take. These
works show an artist with technical knowhow who wants to jolt us out of our comfortable and conformist view of the world

and make us look at things again, even
those we thought we knew from the inside.
There is thus a dynamic close-up of the
flesh at times but even these views seem
to possess movement, with curvilinear and

curvaceous forms that offer no jarring
angles. The colour is womb-like with reds
and crimsons dominating the day. This is a
strange exhibition that has a patent honesty, a striving for the sublime through the
human body but a reminder that we cannot
escape the full corporeality of our bodies.
Some of the images are down to earth
eroticism with a directness which is invigorating, it seems to tell us as it is, without the
frills and the make-up.

Dave Phillips

strengths. Power works on the basis that
the process is where the intelligence and

thought and aesthetic power should be
concentrated, for out of such focus, meaning will emerge. The zigzag lines of colour
still vertically slash the fields of colour with
more insistence than Barnett Newman,
with the resultant interval and tension. The

larger works are the more adventurous in
that they take you into the unknown where
the zany lives or the demonic lurks. Set
against a background ol crazy dancing figures in a brightly lit interior they could hold
their own and seem to be comfortable in

Page
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Tessa Beaver, No Woman No Man
Library Theatre, University of Warwick,

October
Showing work that is uniform in subject,
size, composition and treatment is always
a chancy business. The risk is that the

work might look repetitive and monotonous. But if the artist pulls it off all sorts of
benefits might be expected to follow. The
work can look strong, monumental, coherent and intense. Tessa Beaver's paintings
of human heads in the Library Gallery fall
somewhere between these two extremes.
There are moments when these large portraits convey the character of the individual

vrews

don't have this problem. The head is fullysighted and full of character which is reinforced by the treatment of the background.
Elsewhere the figure and ground dichotomy
is resolved by simply making the painting all

'figure' and allowing the face

to

extend

across the whole canvas.

vtews
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painting by Victor Pasture. A shadowy
shape appears with a white "aura" surrounding it. Pellowe's other etchings are
finely drawn and subtly tinted. His art is
sporting yet genuine and he sometimes
brings auto-biographical elements into his
work "Arms of Ajai', refers to Pellowe's
personal weak-spots.

By being reduced to such austere means
these intensely personal paintings fall within a stereotypical expressionistic genre, one
that broke on the beach of modernism at

regular intervals during the 20th century.
Dubuffet in particular favoured the primacy
of the human head's materiality and even

its absurdity in his Barbe series,

De

Society in general however, is an assemblage of games "Shooting Rubber Ducks",
shows a multi-handed, half-man half-tank
(the etching relates to another print called
Torsolesscentaur? A layer of duck targets
bob about underneath him. The martial figure is based on the cluedo character

A

authentic, deeply-felt manner but

Kooning its deliant frontality in his Woman

instance, that lail to come together in the

nance in his Margarete series. There is a
desire here to confront the problem in a
similarly anti-aesthetic manner. There is

unique-horns". Worldly chaos

also a sense of sombre reflection that does
not always fully coalesce with the heavy
texturing of the surface. The ambition and

prints, blurring ecological and national

seriousness of the exhibition is never in
doubt but the question as to whether the
artist has fully realised these ambitions in

The theme of the parlour game becomes
more transparent in a series of collages
fixed in resin on glass. The "Knave of
Hearts" and the King and Queen of the
same suit are layered figures of intrigue.
Snippets of text weave into the images,
exploring ideas of censorship and the hidden hand of cards. The disjointed royals
cast their images on to the progressive
Hogarthian prints on the other side of the

in an

there are others, numbers 12-14 lor series and Kiefer its intense tragic
same way.

The paintings seem to be governed by a
strong desire to work with paint as material. So much so that paint as colour takes a
back seat. The series is weighted towards
the heavy-duty end of the spectrum - the
earth colours, the browns, the ochres and
the sombre greens. This gravitas is intensified by the addition of sand and other
materials. What this produces is a techni-

reso-

this particular series, has to remain open.
Pete McCarlhy

cal process that favours a dark, robust,
chunky look. This does not lend itself easily to the exploration of such a wide variety
of faces. These are drawn from as broad

an ethnic mix as the UN. One suspects
there are some Caucasians in there some
where but it's hard to find them amongst
such uniform treatment. Sameness rather
than difference is the message that this
extremely narrow palate inadvertently conveys. There is little recapitulation that
might have teased out these differences
and that might also have served to consol-

idate some of the

weaker images. The

paint is instead marshalled into place to
correspond roughly with the planes and
characteristics of each individual face.

thin

unmodulated colour that positively weep

their way across the surface. The word
lamentation comes to mind in fact as do
some other associations of sacred images
of the passion - Veronica's veil for instance

with its imprint of Christ's face. These
opaque dribbles can be intrusive as they
work their way through the image. ln some

of the paintings this has the curious affect
of cancelling out the eyes so that the portraits look sightless. This may or may not

have been the intention, (there was no
written information on this in the gallery),
but there does seem to be an arbitrariness

about such an intrusion that inevitably
casts doubt on any clear interpretation. ln
one of the best paintings, number 16, we
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barely clad "Miss

Scarlet" disports in "Gorgon-zolaand her
depicted in "Oh-Zone"

obscured by

a

log and

is

also

map of the Earth
magnified finger-

boundaries.

gallery.

Daniel Pellowe's delightful social irony
Daniel Pellowe's prints bring a freshly satirical view to 21St Century culture. Pellowe

who trained at the Royal College of Art in
1996, draws on the work of William Hogarth

and his successors David Hockney and
Robert Rauschenberg. ln Daniel Pellowe's
prints we encounter, "Everything from
Nursery Rhymes and Greek Mythology to
MTV'.

graces the South Town Gallery. 'The Print
Maker's Progress' is a thoughtful and exciting collection of work and its details benefit from repeat visits to the show.
Miranda Mafthews

Pat Carpenter and June Bryer
Jane Powell Gallery - Kenilworth

Emerging from the small and intense prints,

The rawness of the process is reinforced

by the introduction of trickles of

Daniel Pellowe

'The Print Maker's Progress'
The South Town Galley
Leamington Spa

Colonel Mustard'.

are a complex and humorous collection of

characters.

A series of work inspired by

Hogarth's , The Rake's Progress' presents
us with abizarre mixture of corruption and
enlightenment. The Sheikh's Progress'
shows a sheikh's face spewing oil. Other

images of Western capitalism surround
him, including an old Roll's Royce and a
Shell sign. ln the climate of the petrol
drought, Pellowe shows the call and
response of media-hype: the sheikh says
'Bo Derek' the child's head replies 'Bo

Brye/s work is that of views of landscape,
mainly done in pastel of the innumerable
scenes of the elements in particular parts
of the country. There is bravura and confidence in the handling and a reminder in
part of Turner as he slogged his way round

the country in the early part of the 19th
century. Clearly the enjoyment comes from
splashes of heightened colour as the artist

Selecta'.

attempts to capture some moment in time
that she is seeing of some landscape in
some remote spot. Whereas Carpente/s
work is of the world of the interior, where

Other prints in the series, which includes
'The Snake's' and 'The Wake's Progress',

flowers disport themselves in vases, where
there is a searching to find 'the still point of
the turning world'. These are well

portray various comic symbols of the shufDaniel
Pellowe states that'The Fake's Progress' is
the "odd one out" in the exhibition. This
impostor is a tonal inverse of an abstract

fling mortal coil of existence.

observed, well constructed, thoughtful
images.

Dave Phillips

vtews

vrews
'Tjukurpa'

Nancy Upshall
Foyer Gallery
Warwickshire College.

vrews

vtews

vrews

vtews

vtews

the innumerable testimonies of the aboriginal love of the land
and the complexity of their ways to Robert
Hughes presentations. What clearly fasci-

account through

nated her and that which she rendered
This was an artist who knew her subject
thoroughly having not only ravelled to
Australia but immersed herself in the culture of the aboriginal, the original inhabi-

through colour and linear rhythms was the
notion of continuity through time, of an age

that had not been affected by European

prints, collages and callographs took the

man's rationality. Upshall was content to
immerse herself imaginatively in how she
felt she could capture the innocence of

viewer

those people and bear testimony to their

tants of that vast continent. The mono-

to the heart of the matter.

Accomplished artist as she is, Upshall
managed to convey the spiritual dimensions through imagery that was vividly
colourful through depiction's of Ayres Rock
or markings that had the characteristics of
Stone Age man. These were not random
but spoke with the authority of one who
had experienced at first hand the magic
and the mystery. Her identity with these
people had the authenticity of an artist
immersed in the literature, from Cook's first

oneness with nature. Her exhibition
seemed a passionate outpouring about a
world that was, which could have been and
should have been preserved. The work was
a kind of living testimony to the notions of a
better world and its strength carried one
along, so that one sensed the idyll in which
she would like to live.

Dave Phillips

'Arran 6'

Janet inglis

'Paintings'
Janet lnglis at Glebe House
These paintings which seemed to have
been well received by the public at this
most enterprising gallery were different
from her last exhibition, a year or so ago,
at the University Library gallery and on
which'ArtSpace' commented. There was
a great sense of colour and light and less

vapourishness, more plasticity. The
forms seemed to be more part of the
scene, with a greater sense of immediacy and belonging. The quality of the light
was truly uplifting achieved by the different dimensions of colour. The sense of
place seems to have entrenched her pictorial vocabulary although these works
are not seemingly of a particular place

there seems

a

oneness with the ele-

ments. They seem to indicate the notions

of a magical isle where the mists

had

cleared and one saw more of the scene,
for the verticality of the brush stroke was
less dominant. There was a sense more
of peace, less of agitation, with colour
and paint being used with greater assurance to create attractive and seductive
works.

Hazel Shaw

'Pukamani'

Nancy Upshall
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and Sponsors Column
Coverart Alison Lambert

Warwickshire College School of Art and Design

Thanks to Alison for giving us the coverart
this issue. Alison studied at Coventry School
of Art in the early 1980's and began exhibiting her work immediately after leaving art
school and is best known for her large scale

Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 5JE

charcoal drawings on paper representing
animals and humans employing strong clas-

Tel:01926 318000 Fax:01926 318111

The Faculty of Creative Education wishes all arfspace readers a happy
Ghristmas and New Year

sical themes. Her work is exhibited all over
Britain and Europe, the USA and Australia.
Anybody can send material in but if you do
the ideal format is to email it to:
artspace @dircon.co.uk
or on disk in word, claris works, Macwrite or
text only files. Please do not send in hand

written documents. Typed and printed

During the current inspection we gained an interim Grade 2
confirming our status as a high quality provider of arts education
in the region.

if

that's all you have.
Thank you
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review on page 10
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